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Abstract. We consider the Klein–Gordon equation on a static spacetime and minimally
coupled to a static electromagnetic potential. We show that it is essentially self-adjoint
on C∞c . We discuss various distinguished inverses and bisolutions of the Klein–Gordon
operator, focusing on the so-called Feynman propagator. We show that the Feynman
propagator can be considered the boundary value of the resolvent of the Klein–Gordon
operator, in the spirit of the limiting absorption principle known from the theory of
Schrödinger operators. We also show that the Feynman propagator is the limit of the
inverse of the Wick rotated Klein–Gordon operator.

1 Introduction
Consider a Lorentzian manifold (M, g), an electromagnetic potential A and a (possibly
variable) mass squared m2 ≥ 0. We write |g| = |det gµν |. The Klein–Gordon operator on
(M, g) minimally coupled to A of mass squared m2 is given by

P = �A +m2 = |g|−
1
2 (i∂µ −Aµ)|g|

1
2 gµν(i∂ν −Aν) +m2

and the Klein–Gordon equation is
Pu = 0.

We are interested in distinguished inverses and bisolutions of the Klein–Gordon operator P .
Our main motivation comes from quantum field theory on a fixed curved background
and external classical fields.

Inverses and bisolutions of P are operators, which often can be interpreted as operators
acting from C∞c (M) to C∞(M), defined by the following conditions:

1. We say that G is a bisolution of P if it satisfies

PGf = GPf = 0 for all f ∈ C∞c (M).

2. We say that G is an inverse of P if it satisfies

PGf = GPf = f for all f ∈ C∞c (M).

The Klein–Gordon equation has many bisolutions and inverses. They have many names,
often not quite consistent. In physics one often uses the word “propagator” or “two-point
function”. Moreover, inverses are often called “Green’s functions”. We sometimes use
the word “propagator” to denote jointly distinguished bisolutions and inverses. An
interesting table comparing conventions for propagators used by various authors can be
found at the end of Appendix 2 of [4].

In this article we are interested in distinguished inverses and bisolutions of the Klein–
Gordon operator on certain static spacetimes. We remark that it is well understood how
to define the distinguished bisolutions and inverses in that case.

Here is a list of basic distinguished bisolutions and inverses in the static case:

1. Distinguished bisolutions:

(a) the Pauli–Jordan bisolution, also called the causal propagator, the commutator
function, etc., denoted GPJ;
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(b) the positive frequency bisolution/two-point function, denoted G(+);
(c) the negative frequency bisolution/two-point function, denoted G(−).

2. Distinguished inverses:

(a) the forward/retarded inverse/propagator, denoted G+;
(b) the backward/advanced inverse/propagator, denoted G−;
(c) the Feynman inverse/propagator/two-point function, called the causal Green’s

function in [4], denoted GF;

(d) the anti-Feynman inverse/propagator/two-point function, denoted GF.

The Pauli–Jordan, forward and backward propagators are best known and they
have the most satisfactory theory. Their application is in the Cauchy problem of the
classical theory. Therefore, we call them classical propagators. In particular, they can be
uniquely generalized to the non-static case, under the rather general assumption that
the spacetime is globally hyperbolic.

The situation is more complicated for the remaining propagators, which we call
non-classical propagators. In contrast to the classical propagators, in a non-static setup
non-classical propagators do not have obvious unique definitions.

The main motivation for non-classical propagators comes from quantum field theory.
This is perhaps an additional reason why they have been much less studied in math-
ematical literature. One of the exceptions is a paper by Duistermaat–Hörmander [9],
which considers inverses of the Klein–Gordon operator (and more generally of differential
operators of real principal type) modulo a smoothing operator. Such approximative
inverses are called parametrices. Duistermaat and Hörmander prove that Feynman
parametrices can be defined in a large generality.

Similarly to the Feynman propagator, the notion of a positive/negative frequency
bisolution has been weakened under the name of a Hadamard state. There exists a
considerable literature about them; in particular we would like to mention [19].

In this article we consider only the static case. It can be viewed as an introduction
to the non-static case, where the question about the possibility of defining distinguished
non-classical propagators is much more complicated.

There exists large literature about the Klein–Gordon equation on curved spacetimes,
see e.g. [1, 18]. However, we think that our paper offers some novel conceptual points on
this subject. To our knowledge, our paper is essentially the first in the mathematically
rigorous literature that considers the Klein–Gordon operator as an operator on the
Hilbert space L2(spacetime), where the time extends from −∞ to +∞, and asks about
its self-adjointness.

One could say that considering the Klein–Gordon operator as a self-adjoint operator
on L2(spacetime) is an artificial mathematical question. We show that this is not the
case. Our main result says that the Feynman propagator (of obvious physical importance)
coincides with the boundary value of the resolvent (see Thm. 7.7).

Note that the Klein–Gordon operator is automatically Hermitian (symmetric). There-
fore, its spectrum coincides with the whole complex plane, the upper or lower halfplane,
or is a subset of the real line. The last case is true if and only if the Klein-Gordon
operator is self-adjoint. Thus its resolvent exists above and below the real axis (so that
we can consider its boundary values) only if it is self-adjoint.

Our paper is restricted to the static case, which allows for major simplifications.
However, the questions that we pose (the self-adjointness of the Klein–Gordon operator,
the existence of the boundary values of the resolvent and its relationship to Feynman
amplitudes) can be formulated for non-static spacetimes. Thus, our paper points towards
non-trivial further questions, of physical relevance, which we plan to investigate. Note
in particular, that the question of the self-adjointness of a non-static Klein–Gordon
operator is much more difficult from the static case. In particular, our proof breaks
down in a non-static situation.
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Most of the literature about the Klein–Gordon operators on curved spacetimes does
not consider an electrostatic potential and a variable term in front of dt2 (called V , resp.
β in our paper). If β = 1 and V = 0 most statements of our paper become easy (and
can essentially be found in Sect. 18.3.10 of [7]). Including non-trivial β and V makes
some of our proofs considerably more complicated. In particular, we need to use some
elements of the theory of bisectorial operators, see Sect. 7.

To our knowledge, in the mathematical literature the Klein–Gordon operator is rarely
considered in the setting of L2(spacetime). Some of the recent results of Vasy and his
collaborators [13, 25] and of Gérard and Wrochna [15] about Feynman parametrices can
be interpreted in this way.

In some mathematical papers the Klein-Gordon operator is considered on spacetimes
with time from a bounded open interval. This is used, in particular, in some papers
devoted to Sorkin–Johnston states, see e.g. [5, 11]. Restricting to a finite time interval
introduces a non-physical question about boundary conditions at the begining and the
end of time. From the point of view of questions asked in our paper it is important that
we consider time from −∞ to +∞.

The idea of considering the Klein-Gordon operator as a self-adjoint operator on
L2(spacetime) can be found in the physics literature. The resolvent of the Klein-Gordon
operator with constant external electromagnetic fields is an important ingredient of
the famous computation of the effective action due to Schwinger, described e.g. in
Sect. 4.3.3 of [16]. An interesting, partly heuristic analysis of the Feynman propagator
on a non-static spacetime was done by Rumpf and his collaborators in [21, 22]. In all
these works the self-adjointness of the Klein-Gordon operator was taken for granted,
even if it was not always obvious.

The self-adjointness of the spatial part of the Klein-Gordon operator, that is of the
magnetic Laplace-Beltrami operator, is well understood [6, 8, 12, 23, 24]. It belongs
to the domain of elliptic operators, which is not the main topic of our paper, therefore
we include it in abstract assumptions. The main novelty and difficulty of the operator
considered in our paper is the fact that it comes from a hyperbolic equation, which does
not have a fixed sign. This causes problems which are non-existent for elliptic operators.

In our paper we make rather weak assumptions on the differentiability of the metric,
potentials and the mass term. One of the reasons for doing this is our desire to illustrate
the advantages of our approach to the construction of propagators, based on Hilbert
space methods. Of course, this approach is in principle well-known and belongs to the
folklore of the subject. It is used e.g. in [7, 15].

In the last section we show that the Feynman propagator can be obtained with help
of the Wick rotation. This easy and essentially well-known fact, mentioned e.g. in the
case β = 1, V = 0 in Sect. 18.3.10 of [7], can be viewed as yet another argument why
the Feynman propagator is so important and natural. However, the Wick rotation can
be defined only in static stuations, whereas the construction of the Feynman propagator
through the boundary value of the resolvent may work in more generality.

Notation and conventions
Throughout this paper we use the following notation and conventions:

Suppose that T is an operator on a Banach space X . We denote by DomT its domain
and by RanT its range. If T is closable, its closure is T cl. For its spectrum we write spT
and for the resolvent set rsT . DomT is equipped with the norm ‖u‖T :=

√
‖Tu‖2 + ‖u‖2.

Now, suppose that T is an operator on a Hilbert space H with inner product ( · | · ).
If T is positive, i.e., (u |Tu) ≥ 0, we write T ≥ 0. If also KerT = {0}, then we write
T > 0.

We denote by
alg
⊗ the algebraic tensor product and by ⊗ its Hilbert space completion,

which we call the tensor product.
We say that T is dissipative if its numerical range is contained in the lower complex
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plane, viz., Im(u |Tu) ≤ 0 for u ∈ DomT . If, additionally, T is closed, densely defined
and Ran(A− z) = H for some Im z > 0, then T is maximally dissipative.

We shall use the term manifold to denote a smooth manifold, i.e., a second-countable
Hausdorff space which is locally isomorphic to Rn and equipped with a maximal smooth
atlas.

The p-times continuously differentiable X -valued functions on a manifold M are
denoted Cp(M ;X ); if X = C, we simply write Cp(M). Sets of compactly supported
resp. bounded functions are indicated by a subscript ‘c’ resp. ‘b’. In the case of vector
bundles we use the same notation but consider sections instead, e.g., C1(T ∗M) denotes
the continuously differentiable 1-forms. D′(M) denotes the space of distributions on M
and D′c(M) stands for the space of distributions of compact support.

If M is an orientable manifold and dµ a volume form, we denote by L2(M, dµ;X ) the
space of square-integrable X -valued functions. That is, L2(M, dµ;X ) is the completion
of C∞c (M ;X ) with respect to the norm

∫
M
‖ · ‖2 dµ. If X = C, we omit it, and, if dµ is

clear from the context, we omit it as well. Often we consider the Hilbert space L2(M, dµ)
with the usual scalar product denoted by

(u | v) :=
∫
M

u v dµ.

Let (M, g) be an orientable (pseudo-)Riemannian manifold with g of class C1 and
with a C1 volume form dµ (e.g., the volume form induced by g). Following roughly the
notation of [23], we introduce the Laplace–Beltrami operator resp. the d’Alembertian as
follows: Given A ∈ C1(T ∗M), we define a deformed differential

dA : C2(M)→ C1(T ∗M), dAu := du+ iuA.

The formal adjoint of dA with respect to the sesquilinear forms

(u | v) :=
∫
M

u v dµ and (ω | η) :=
∫
M

g−1(ω, η) dµ

is called the deformed codiffererential δA : C1(T ∗M)→ C(M); it is given by

(dAu | η) = (u | δAη), u ∈ C∞c (M), η ∈ C1(T ∗M).

We emphasize that δA depends on both the choice of the metric g and the volume
form dµ.

Depending on whether g is Riemannian or Lorentzian (with the signature convention
−+ . . .+), we write

∆A := −δAdA or �A := −δAdA (1.1)

and call it the (minimally coupled) Laplace–Beltrami operator or the d’Alembertian.
Adding a positive (possibly non-constant) mass squared m2 ≥ 0 to the d’Alembertian,
the Klein–Gordon equation (minimally coupled to A) is

Pu := (�A +m2)u = 0; (1.2)

we call P the Klein–Gordon operator. For completeness, let us remark that (1.2) in the
case of the Euclidean signature, that is with �A replaced by ∆A, is a general form of a
Schrödinger operator.

2 Klein–Gordon operator on a static spacetime
Henceforth we shall assume
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Assumption 2.1. (M = R× Σ, g) is a standard static spacetime, viz., its metric can be
globally written in the form

g = −β dt2 + gΣ, (2.1)

where β ∈ C2(Σ) is positive and gΣ restricts to a (time-independent) Riemannian metric
of class C2 on Σ. Additionally we require that there exists C > 0 such that C ≤ β ≤ C−1.

We consider the Klein–Gordon equation on (M, g) minimally coupled to a static
electromagnetic potential A = (V, ~A), with a static mass squared m2, and the volume
form dµ = dt ∧ dµΣ, where dµΣ is a volume form on Σ. We emphasize that we do
not require dµ to coincide with the volume form induced by the metric g. To avoid
unnecessarily baroque notation, we write L2(Σ) = L2(Σ, dµΣ) and L2(M) = L2(M, dµ).
We assume the following properties for A, m2 and dµΣ:
Assumption 2.2. A = (V, ~A) ∈ C1(T ∗M) with V bounded, m2 ∈ L2

loc(M) positive, and
dµΣ is continuously differentiable. A, m2 and dµΣ are static, viz., they do not depend
on time.

Then we have

P = �A +m2 = − 1
β

(i∂t − V )2 −∆ ~A +m2,

where ∆ ~A is the Laplace–Beltrami operator on (Σ, gΣ) with respect to the volume form
dµΣ and the magnetic potential ~A. Denoting by |µΣ| the density corresponding to dµΣ,
we have locally (viz., in a local coordinate chart)

P = − 1
β

(i∂t − V )2 + 1
|µΣ|

(i∂i − ~Ai)|µΣ|gijΣ (i∂j − ~Aj) +m2.

The factor β−1 in front of the time derivatives turns out to be a nuisance. Therefore,
instead of working directly with P , it is often more convenient to consider the operator

P̃ := β
1
2Pβ

1
2 = −(i∂t − V )2 − β 1

2 ∆ ~Aβ
1
2 + βm2.

Clearly the equation
P̃ u = 0 (2.2)

is equivalent to (1.2): if u solves (2.2), then β−1/2u solves (1.2).
We understand both P and P̃ as operators on L2(M) with domain C2

c (M). Since
C ≤ β ≤ C−1, we have that P and P̃ share many properties. In particular, P̃ is Hermitian
and if P is essentially self-adjoint on C2

c (M) then, by Lem. A.1, P̃ is essentially self-
adjoint on C2

c (M), too. Note, however, the subtlety that generally DomP ∗ 6= Dom P̃ ∗ =
β−

1
2 DomP ∗.
Let us also introduce

L := −β 1
2 ∆ ~Aβ

1
2 + βm2,

so that we can write P̃ = (∂t + iV )2 +L. One of our main assumptions for the remainder
of this article is that
Assumption 2.3. L is essentially self-adjoint on C∞c (Σ) with respect to L2(Σ). We do
not distiguish in notation between L and its closure.
Remark 2.4. If (Σ, gΣ) is a complete Riemannian manifold, we see no obvious obstruction
to showing the essential self-adjointness of the Schrödinger operator −∆ ~A + m2 on
C∞c (Σ), even if the metric and the volume form are only C2. We were however unable
to find a reference that discusses the self-adjointness in such a low regularity situation.
In the case where gΣ and dµΣ are smooth, this is shown in [23]. For m = 0, ~A = 0, a C2

metric gΣ and with dµΣ the canonical volume form given by the metric, this is shown
in [24].
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Remark 2.5. Suppose M = Rn+1, choose global Cartesian coordinates x0, x1, . . . , xn and
set dµΣ = dx1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxn. Then, under relatively general assumptions (e.g., m2 in L2

loc
and bounded below, ~A in C1, gΣ is locally C1,α [Hölder continuously differentiable] and
in every open ball there exists K > 0 constant such that KgΣ is bounded from below by
the Euclidean metric), the Schrödinger operator −∆ ~A +m2 is essentially self-adjoint on
C∞c (Σ), see in particular [8, 12].

Given our assumption 2.3, it is not difficult to show the self-adjointness of P using
Nelson’s commutator theorem:

Theorem 2.6. The Klein–Gordon operator P is essentially self-adjoint on C2
c (M) with

respect to L2(M).

Proof. By Lem. A.1, it is equivalent to show that P̃ is essentially self-adjoint on C2
c (M).

We apply Nelson’s commutator theorem (Thm. A.3) with the Hermitian auxiliary
operator

N := (i∂t + V )2 + L− 2V 2

on the dense subspace C := C∞c (R;C2
c (Σ)) ⊂ L2(M). For this we check essential

self-adjointness of N on C and the conditions (i), (ii) of the theorem.
Write L2(M) = L2(R)⊗ L2(Σ) and define the Hermitian operator N0 = −∂2

t ⊗ 1l +
1l ⊗ L on C. We can then apply Thm. A.2 to see that N0 is essentially self-adjoint on
C∞c (R)

alg
⊗ C2

c (Σ). Clearly, C ⊂ DomN∗0 so N0 is even essentially self-adjoint on C.
Let u ∈ C be arbitrary. Since L ≥ 0,

‖∂tu‖2 = −(u | ∂2
t u) ≤ (u |N0u) ≤ ‖u‖‖N0u‖

and thus for any ε > 0
‖∂tu‖ ≤ ε‖N0u‖+ 1

2ε‖u‖. (2.3)

In particular this holds for ε < 1, i.e., ∂t has relative N0-bound smaller than 1. We can
now deduce from the boundedness of V that N = N0 + 2iV ∂t − V 2 is also essentially
self-adjoint on C.

(i): It follows from the same estimate (2.3), that condition (i) is equivalent to

‖P̃ u‖ ≤ a‖N0u‖+ b‖u‖.

We have

‖(∂2
t + L)u‖2 = ‖(−∂2

t + L)u‖2 − 4(∂tu |L∂tu) ≤ ‖(−∂2
t + L)u‖2,

where we have applied L ≥ 0 and L∂t = ∂tL on C. Therefore we finally obtain

‖P̃ u‖ ≤ ‖∂2
t + Lu‖+ ‖(2iV ∂t − V 2)u‖ ≤ ‖∂2

t + Lu‖+ a‖N0u‖+ b‖u‖
≤ (a+ 1)‖N0u‖+ b‖u‖,

using again the boundedness of V .
(ii): We have to show that ±i[P̃ , N ] ≤ cN as quadratic forms on C. However, on C

we have (in the sense of quadratic forms)

[P̃ , N ] = [P̃ , P̃ − 2∂2
t ] = 2[∂2

t , P̃ ] = 0,

and thus c = 0, because P̃ does not depend on time.

Remark 2.7. If V = 0, an even simpler proof is possible. In this case we can write

P̃ = ∂2
t ⊗ 1l + 1l⊗ L, (2.4)

and the essential self-adjointness of P̃ on C2
c (R)

alg
⊗ C2

c (Σ) follows from the essential
self-adjointness of ∂2

t and L on C2
c (R) and C2

c (Σ) by Thm. A.2. Since we obviously have
the inclusions C2

c (R)
alg
⊗ C2

c (Σ) ⊂ C2
c (M) ⊂ Dom P̃ ∗, P̃ is even essentially self-adjoint on

C2
c (M). As before, essential self-adjointness of P on C2

c (M) follows by Lem. A.1.
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3 Hamiltonian formalism
It is a standard exercise to rewrite (2.2) into an equation that is only first order in time:
Set u1(t) = u(t) and u2(t) = (i∂t − V )u(t), then

i∂t
(
u1(t)
u2(t)

)
=
(
V 1l
L V

)(
u1(t)
u2(t)

)
= B

(
u1(t)
u2(t)

)
, (3.1)

where we defined
B :=

(
V 1l
L V

)
. (3.2)

Eq. (3.1) may also be written in terms of the first order Klein–Gordon operator :

P1

(
u1(t)
u2(t)

)
:= (−i∂t +B)

(
u1(t)
u2(t)

)
= 0.

Let us denote by ( · | · ) the canonical inner product on L2(Σ)⊕ L2(Σ). Although we
use the same notation for the inner product on L2(M), no confusion should arise. We
introduce the charge matrix

Q :=
(

0 1l
1l 0

)
.

It facilitates the definition of a (sesquilinear) charge form ( · |Q · ) on L2(Σ)⊕L2(Σ). The
charge form plays essentially the role of the symplectic form in our complex setting. The
complex formalism is perhaps less known, however it is more convenient. In particular,
it is used by Gérard and Wrochna, e.g. in [14].

More importantly, we use Q to define the classical Hamiltonian

H := QB =
(
L V
V 1l

)
(3.3)

with domain (DomL)⊕ L2(Σ).

Proposition 3.1. H is self-adjoint in the sense of L2(Σ)⊕ L2(Σ).

Proof. ( L 0
0 1l ) is obviously self-adjoint, and ( 0 V

V 0 ) is self-adjoint and bounded.

Physically realistic classical Hamiltonians should be positive, yet this cannot be
guaranteed for H as defined above. Positivity can be spoiled if the electric potential V
is too large:

Proposition 3.2. Let C < 1. H ≥ C if and only if L − C − (1 − C)−1V 2 ≥ 0 or,
equivalently, L− V 2 ≥ C(1− C)−1V 2. The implications continue to hold if replace all
occurrences of ≥ by >.

Proof. Decompose H − C as

H − C =
(

1l (1− C)−1V
0 1l

)(
L− C − (1− C)−1V 2 0

0 1− C

)(
1l 0

(1− C)−1V 1l

)
(3.4)

and note that the matrices on the left and right are invertible. The result follows
immediately.

Henceforth we will require:
Assumption 3.3. H > 0 or, equivalently, L > V 2.
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We remark that this assumption can rule out the massless case m2 = 0 on spacetimes
with compact Cauchy surfaces Σ.

Since H > 0, we can consider the form domain of H endowed with the scalar product
given by H, the energy product

(u | v)en := (u |Hv),

as a Hilbert space in its own right. We denote this space by Hen and call it the energy
space.

Proposition 3.4. Hen = (DomL1/2)⊕ L2(Σ).

Proof. DomH = (DomL)⊕ L2(Σ) implies DomHθ = (DomLθ)⊕ L2(Σ) for 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1.
Hence Hen = DomH1/2 = (DomL1/2)⊕ L2(Σ).

Remark 3.5. The original Hilbert space L2(Σ) ⊕ L2(Σ) plays a secondary role. The
central role is played by Hen and the scale of Hilbert spaces

Hr := |B|renHen, r ∈ R, (3.5)

in particular the so-called dynamical space Hdyn := H1/2, see e.g. [7].
Remark 3.6. Q is not a bounded operator on Hen. However, it is easy to see that Q can
be defined with domain (DomL1/2)⊕ (DomL1/2) and is closed on Hen.

Consider B, given by (3.2), an operator on C2
c (Σ)⊕ C2

c (Σ).

Proposition 3.7. B is essentially self-adjoint on C2
c (Σ)⊕ C2

c (Σ) in the sense of Hen;
its resolvent set is given by

rs(B) = {z ∈ C | L− (V − z)2 : DomL1/2 → L2(Σ) is bijective}. (3.6)

We identify B with its closure in Hen.

Proof. We have that B is Hermitian in the sense of Hen because

(Bu | v)en = (Bu |Hv) = (QHu |Hv) = (Hu |QHv) = (u |Bv)en

for all u, v ∈ C2
c (Σ)⊕ C2

c (Σ). Its resolvent can be written as

(B − z)−1 =
(

1l 0
z − V 1l

)(
0
(
L− (V − z)2)−1

1l 0

)(
1l 0

z − V 1l

)
, (3.7)

which should be understood on the space Hen. Introduce

U :=
(

(1 + L)− 1
2 0

0 1l

)
,

which can be treated as a unitary from L2(Σ)⊕ L2(Σ) to Hen = (DomL1/2)⊕ L2(Σ).
Let us transport (B − z)−1 onto L2(Σ)⊕ L2(Σ):

U−1(B − z)−1U =
(

1l 0
(z − V )(1 + L)− 1

2 1l

)(
0 (1 + L) 1

2
(
L− (V − z)2)−1

(1 + L)− 1
2 0

)

·
(

1l 0
(z − V )(1 + L)− 1

2 1l

)
.

Hence we see that the resolvent set of B is given by (3.6). To see that B is self-adjoint,
we need to find z ∈ C above and below the real line such that

(1 + L) 1
2
(
L− (V − z)2)−1 = (1 + L) 1

2 (L− z2)−1(1l− (L− z2)−1(V 2 − 2zV )
)−1

is well defined. But for z = iy with |y| large enough

‖(L− z2)−1(V 2 − 2zV )‖ ≤ ‖(L− z2)−1‖‖V 2 − 2zV ‖ < 1.

Hence we can use a Neumann series argument.
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4 Inverses and bisolutions
The concepts of an inverse or bisolution of P1 or P seem clear intuitively, but it is not
obvious which functional spaces to choose in their definition, especially since we want to
include low regularity situations. To avoid such issues we will occasionally interpret the
operator P1 in the distributional sense, as a map from D′(M)⊕D′(M) into itself or as a
map from D′c(M)⊕D′c(M) into itself. Similarly, we will occasionally interpret P as a
map from D′(M) into itself or as a map from D′c(M) into itself.

An operator E• from Cc(M)⊕ Cc(M) to D′(M)⊕D′(M) is called an inverse, resp.
a bisolution of P1 if for h ∈ C2

c (M)⊕ C2
c (M) we have

P1E
•h = E•P1h = h, resp. P1E

•h = E•P1h = 0. (4.1)

(Note that P1h ∈ Cc(M)⊕Cc(M), hence E•P1h makes sense in (4.1). Besides, P1 acting
on E•h can be understood in the distributional sense.)

An operator G• from Cc(M) to D′(M) is called an inverse, resp. a bisolution of P if
for f ∈ C∞c (M) we have

PG•f = G•Pf = f, resp. PG•f = E•Pf = 0. (4.2)

(Pf ∈ Cc(M), hence G•Pf makes sense in (4.2). Besides, P acting on G•f can be
understood in the distributional sense.)

Ultimately we are interested in propagators of the Klein–Gordon operator P , but
the propagators of P1 are closely related to those of P . Let us denote by π1, π2 scaled
projections onto the first and second component:

π1

(
u1
u2

)
:= β

1
2u1, π2

(
u1
u2

)
:= β−

1
2u2, (4.3)

We also define embeddings

ρu :=
(

β−
1
2u

(i∂t − V )β− 1
2u

)
and ι2u :=

(
0

β
1
2u

)
. (4.4)

The maps π1, π2, ρ, ι2 can be understood between various spaces which should be inferred
from the context. A simple calculation shows that P = π2P1ρ. Consequently we find

Proposition 4.1. Suppose that E• is either an inverse or a bisolution of P1. Then

G• = π1E
•ι2 (4.5)

is an inverse resp. a bisolution of P .

Proof. Clearly, we have π1ρ = 1l and π2ι2 = 1l. Since E• is an inverse or bisolution, it
satisfies

0 = π1P1E
•ι2f = π1P1

(
u1
u2

)
= β

1
2
(
− (i∂t − V )u1 + u2

)
, where E•ι2f =

(
u1
u2

)
, f ∈ C∞c (M),

i.e., u2 = (i∂t − V )u1. Applying ρπ1 to (u1, u2), we find

ρπ1

(
u1
u2

)
= ρβ

1
2u1 =

(
u1

(i∂t − V )u1

)
=
(
u1
u2

)
,

and thus ρπ1 = 1l on the range of E•ι2. Moreover,

P1ρu =
(

0
β

1
2Pu

)
,
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i.e., the first component vanishes, and thus ι2π2 = 1l on the range of P1ρ. Therefore, if
E• is an inverse, we find on C2

c (M)

G•P = π1E
•ι2π2P1ρ = π1E

•P1ρ = π1ρ = 1l,
PG• = π2P1ρπ1E

•ι2 = π2P1E
•ι2 = π2ι2 = 1l.

It follows that G• is an inverse.
A similar calculation shows that G•P = 0 and PG• = 0 if E• is a bisolution.

5 Classical propagators
The most obvious examples of inverses and of a bisolution are furnished by the classical
propagators for (3.1): the Pauli–Jordan propagator EPJ, the forward/retarded propagator
E+ and the backward/advanced propagator E−. They are defined by the integral kernels

EPJ(t− t′) := e−i(t−t′)B , (5.1a)

E+(t− t′) := θ(t− t′) e−i(t−t′)B , (5.1b)

E−(t− t′) := −θ(t′ − t) e−i(t−t′)B . (5.1c)

Since t 7→ e−itB : Hen → Hen are bounded, strongly continuously differentiable on
the domain of B, it follows that

Proposition 5.1. The operators EPJ, E± defined by

(E•f)(t) =
∫
R
E•(t− t′)f(t′) dt′, f ∈ L1(R;Hen), (5.2)

are bounded from L1(R;Hen) to Cb(R;Hen). E± are inverses of P1 and EPJ is a
bisolution of P1.

Note that the relation EPJ = E+ − E− holds.
Instead of the Banach space setting of the previous two proposition one might prefer

to use a Hilbertian setting. Define the ‘Japanese bracket’ 〈t〉 := (1 + |t|2)1/2 and let X
be a Hilbert space. For s ∈ R, we consider the weighted spaces

〈t〉sL2(R;X ).

For s > 0, we have the following rigging of the Hilbert space L2(R;X ):

〈t〉−sL2(R;X ) ⊂ L2(R;X ) ⊂ 〈t〉sL2(R;X ).

Note that, for s > 1
2 , we have the embeddings

〈t〉−sL2(R;X ) ⊂ L1(R;X ) and 〈t〉sL2(R;X ) ⊃ Cb(R;X ).

Therefore we can reinterpret the meaning of the classical propagators as follows:

Proposition 5.2. For s > 1
2 , the propagators EPJ, E± exist as bounded operators from

〈t〉−sL2(R;Hen) to 〈t〉sL2(R;Hen).

We immediately use Prop. 4.1 to define the Pauli–Jordon propagatorGPJ, the retarded
propagator G+ and the advanced propagator G− of P associated to the propagators
EPJ, E± of P1.

Proposition 5.3. For s > 1
2 , the propagators GPJ, G± are bounded operators from

〈t〉−sL2(M) to 〈t〉sL2(M). G± are inverses of P and GPJ is a bisolution of P .

As for the classical propagators of P1, we have the relation GPJ = G+ −G−.
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6 Non-classical propagators
Proposition 6.1. B has a trivial kernel on DomB ⊂ Hen.

Proof. By assumption 3.3, H has a trivial kernel and clearly the same is true for Q.
Now, B = QH, see Eq. (3.3), so also B has a trivial kernel.

Using the spectral calculus on Hen, we can define complementary projectors Π(±)

onto the positive and negative part of the spectrum of B. These projections split the
energy space as

Hen = H(+)
en ⊕H(−)

en .

The projectors Π(±) facilitate the definition of the non-classical propagators for (3.1):
the positive and negative frequency bisolution/two-point function E(±), the Feynman
propagator EF and the anti-Feynman propagator EF. They are defined via their integral
kernels as

E(±)(t− t′) := ±e−i(t−t′)BΠ(±),

EF(t− t′) := θ(t− t′) e−i(t−t′)BΠ(+) − θ(t′ − t) e−i(t−t′)BΠ(−),

EF(t− t′) := θ(t− t′) e−i(t−t′)BΠ(−) − θ(t′ − t) e−i(t−t′)BΠ(+).

As for the classical propagators, we can now deduce that

Proposition 6.2. For s > 1
2 , E

(±), EF, EF defined by the their kernels (6.1) via
Eq. (5.2) exist as bounded operators from 〈t〉−sL2(R;Hen) to 〈t〉sL2(R;Hen). E(±) are
bisolutions and EF, EF are inverses of P1. G(±), GF, GF, induced via Eq. (4.5), are
bounded operators from 〈t〉−sL2(M) to 〈t〉sL2(M). G(±) are bisolutions and GF, GF are
inverses of P .

We have the usual relations between the classical and non-classical propagators:

EPJ = E(+) − E(−), GPJ = G(+) −G(−),

EF = E(+) + E− = E(−) + E+, GF = G(+) +G− = G(−) +G+,

EF = −E(+) + E+ = −E(−) + E−, GF = −G(+) +G+ = −G(−) +G−.

Note that Π(±) are positive resp. negative with the respect to the charge form:

Proposition 6.3. ±(u |QΠ(±)u) ≥ 0 for all u ∈ Hen.

Proof. Suppose u = Bv with v ∈ DomB. Then we can write

±(u |QΠ(±)u) = ±(Hv |Π(±)B v) = ±(v |Π(±)B v)en ≥ 0, (6.2)

which is positive because the numerical range of Π(±)B is contained in the convex hull
of its spectrum. Since B has a trivial kernel, its range is dense in Hen and we can
extend (6.2) to the whole energy space (where (6.2) can be +∞).

7 Limiting absorption principle
We define for all z ∈ iR

Bz := B − zZ, where Z :=
(

0 0
1 0

)
.

Note that Z is bounded on Hen. By a simple modification of (3.6), we find that

rs(Bz) = {ζ ∈ C | L− z − (V − ζ)2 is bijective}. (7.1)
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Proposition 7.1. Suppose that L− V 2 ≥ C > 0. Then there exists α > 0 such that the
strip {ζ ∈ C | −α ≤ Re ζ ≤ α} is contained in rs(Bz).

Proof. We see from (7.1) that a sufficient condition for ζ ∈ rs(Bz) is that the real
part of the numerical range of L − z − (V − ζ)2 is bounded away from zero, viz.,
L− Re(V − ζ)2 ≥ c′ > 0. This holds in particular if L− (V − Re ζ)2 ≥ c > 0 for some
c > 0. Let use choose c < C and set λ = Re ζ. The assumption L − V 2 ≥ C of the
proposition implies that L− (V − λ)2 ≥ C + 2V λ− λ2. It is now not difficult to see that
C + 2V λ− λ2 ≥ c > 0 if −α ≤ λ ≤ α with

α = −‖V ‖+
√
C − c+ ‖V ‖2.

It follows from Prop. 3.2 that L− V 2 ≥ C > 0 implies H ≥ C ′ > 0 and vice versa.
From now on we assume a strengthened version of Assumption 3.3:
Assumption 7.2. The classical Hamiltonian is bounded away from zero: H ≥ C > 0.

We would like now to define spectral projections of Bz, generalizing Π(±), which
were spectral projections of B. This is somewhat more difficult, because Bz are not
self-adjoint, and hence we cannot use the standard spectral theorem, and Bz are not
bounded, hence we cannot directly use the standard holomorphic functional calculus.
However, the operators Bz have good enough properties sufficient for a definiton of
such projections. In fact they are so-called bisectorial operators and one can use results
of e.g. [26], see also [2, Thm. 3.1]. For the convenience of the reader, we sketch the
construction of these projections in the next proposition:

Proposition 7.3. The operators

Π(±)
z := s-lim

τ→∞

1
2

(
1l± 1

πi

∫ iτ

−iτ
(Bz − ζ)−1 dζ

)
(7.2)

are a pair of projections satifying

Π(+)
z + Π(−)

z = 1l

(i.e., they are complementary) and commuting with Bz. Moreover, they project onto the
part of the spectrum in the left and right complex half-plane:

sp(BzΠ±z ) = spBz ∩ {z ∈ C | ±Re z ≥ 0}. (7.3)

Proof. First we show that (7.2) are well defined. Using the resolvent identity and the
functional calculus for self-adjoint operators, we get

Π(±)
z = s-lim

τ→∞

1
2

(
1l± 1

πi

∫ iτ

−iτ
(B − ζ)−1(1l + zZ(Bz − ζ)−1) dζ

)
= Π(±) ± 1

2πi

∫ i∞

−i∞
(B − ζ)−1zZ(Bz − ζ)−1 dζ.

The last integral converges absolutely because Z is bounded and∥∥(B − iλ)−1∥∥
en ≤

c

1 + |λ| ,
∥∥(Bz − iλ)−1∥∥

en ≤
c′

1 + |λ| , λ ∈ R,

which follows from Prop. 7.1. It follows that Π(±)
z are bounded operators and it is easy

to see that they commute with Bz.
Next we show that Π(±)

z are projections on a dense domain and hence everywhere.
Let α as in Prop. 7.1 and choose β, β′ such that 0 < β < β′ < α. It is a straightforward
exercise to show that

Π(+)u = 1
2πi

∫
β+iR

ζ−1(Bz − ζ)−1Bzudζ
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for u ∈ DomBz. Using the resolvent identity and Cauchy’s theorem (as well as Fubini’s
theorem), we calculate for u ∈ DomB2

z

Π(+)
z

2u = 1
2πi

∫
β+iR

ζ−1(Bz − ζ)−1
(

1
2πi

∫
β′+iR

ζ ′−1(ζ − ζ ′)−1 dζ ′
)
B2
zudζ

− 1
2πi

∫
β′+iR

ζ ′−1(Bz − ζ ′)−1
(

1
2πi

∫
β+iR

ζ−1(ζ − ζ ′)−1 dζ
)
B2
zudζ

= 1
2πi

∫
β+iR

ζ−2(Bz − ζ)−1B2
zudζ.

We can now apply the identity ζ−2(Bz − ζ)−1B2
z = ζ−1(Bz − ζ)−1Bz + ζ−2Bz to find

1
2πi

∫
β+iR

ζ−2(Bz − ζ)−1B2
zudζ = Π(+)

z u+ 1
2πi

∫
β+iR

ζ−2Bzudζ,

where the last integral vanishes due to the residue theorem. It follows that Π(+)
z is a

projection (and thus also Π(−)
z ) on DomB2

z . Since DomB2
z is dense, Π(±)

z extend to
bounded projections on Hen.

Finally we show that Π(±)
z have the claimed spectral properties (7.3). For λ ∈ C,

−α < Reλ < α, we consider

(Bz − λ)−1Π(±)
z = 1

2(Bz − λ)−1 ± s-lim
τ→∞

1
2πi

∫ iτ

−iτ
(Bz − λ)−1(Bz − ζ)−1 dζ.

These extend as an analytic functions with values in bounded operators for ±Reλ < 0:

s-lim
τ→∞

1
2πi

∫ iτ

−iτ
(Bz − λ)−1(Bz − ζ)−1 dζ

= s-lim
τ→∞

1
2πi

∫ iτ

−iτ
(ζ − λ)−1((Bz − ζ)−1 − (Bz − λ)−1)dζ

= ∓1
2(Bz − λ)−1 + 1

2πi

∫
iR

(ζ − λ)−1(Bz − ζ)−1 dζ

by the resolvent identity and the residue theorem.

Proposition 7.4. Suppose L − 2V 2 ≥ 0. Then ±Bz are maximally dissipative on
Π(±)
z Hen for Im z ≥ 0, and ±Bz are maximally dissipative on Π(∓)

z Hen for Im z ≤ 0.
Proof. Let Im z ≥ 0; the proof of the other case is analogous.

On Hen, B is self-adjoint, whence maximally dissipative, and Z is bounded (and thus
it has B-bound 0). Suppose for a moment that −zZ is dissipative on Π(±)

z Hen. By a
standard argument, see e.g. [17, Thm. V-4.3], we can then deduce that also B − zZ is
maximally dissipative on Π(±)

z Hen.
It remains to show that −zZ is dissipative on Π(±)

z Hen, viz.,

0 ≤ ± Im
(

Π(±)
z u

∣∣∣ zZΠ(±)
z u

)
en

= ± Im zRe
(

Π(±)
z u

∣∣∣ZΠ(±)
z u

)
en
.

Given that Π(±)
z are complementary projections and using (7.2), this is equivalent to

0 ≤ Π(+) ∗
z (HZ + Z∗H)Π(+)

z −Π(−) ∗
z (HZ + Z∗H)Π(−)

z (7.4)
=
(
Π(+) ∗
z −Π(−) ∗

z

)
(HZ + Z∗H) + (HZ + Z∗H)

(
Π(+)
z −Π(−)

z

)
= 1
πi

∫
iR

(
(B∗z + ζ)−1(HZ + Z∗H) + (HZ + Z∗H) (Bz − ζ)−1)dζ

= 1
πi

∫
iR

(B∗z + ζ)−1(B∗z (HZ + Z∗H) + (HZ + Z∗H)Bz
)

(Bz − ζ)−1 dζ

= 1
πi

∫
iR

(B∗z + ζ)−1(B∗(HZ + Z∗H) + (HZ + Z∗H)B
)

(Bz − ζ)−1 dζ. (7.5)
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We calculate

B∗(HZ + Z∗H) + (HZ + Z∗H)B = 2
(
L+ 2V 2 2V

2V 1l

)
.

Hence, for L−2V 2 ≥ 0, the integrand in (7.5) is positive and we see that the inequality 7.4
holds.

We wish to remark that the requirement L− 2V 2 ≥ 0 in the proposition is probably
not optimal. Nevertheless, for remainder of this section we assume:
Assumption 7.5. L− 2V 2 ≥ 0.

Since maximally dissipative operators generate strongly continuous semigroups of
contractions, we may thus define

EF
z (t− t′) :=

{
θ(t− t′) e−i(t−t′)BzΠ(+)

z − θ(t′ − t) e−i(t−t′)BzΠ(−)
z , for Im z < 0,

θ(t− t′) e−i(t−t′)BzΠ(−)
z − θ(t′ − t) e−i(t−t′)BzΠ(+)

z , for Im z > 0.

Note that EF
z (t− t′) is the integral kernel of an inverse EF

z of P1 − zZ. We denote by
GF
z the corresponding inverse of P − z.

Proposition 7.6. We have
EF = s-lim

ε↘0
EF

iε,

in the sense of operators from 〈t〉−sL2(R;Hen) to 〈t〉sL2(R;Hen) for s > 1
2 .

Proof. Suppose that t > 0. Using the fundamental theorem of calculus, we find

‖EF
z (t)u− EF(t)u‖en =

∥∥∥∥∫ t

0

d
ds
(
EF
z (t− s)EF(s)

)
uds

∥∥∥∥
en

=
∥∥∥∥∫ t

0

(
EF
z (t− s)(Bz −B)EF(s)

)
uds

∥∥∥∥
en

=
∥∥∥∥z ∫ t

0

(
EF
z (t− s)ZEF(s)

)
uds

∥∥∥∥
en

≤ |tz|‖u‖en

for u ∈ DomB. The same bound can be found for t < 0.
Since ‖EF

z (t)‖ ≤ 1 and DomB dense in Hen,

EF(t) = s-lim
ε↘0

EF
iε(t)

on Hen uniformly for t in bounded subsets of (−∞, 0) and (0,∞). In particular the
convergence is pointwise, thus by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem

lim
ε↘0
‖EF

iεu− EFu‖Cb(R;Hen) = 0

for u ∈ L1(R;Hen). Using the embeddings

〈t〉−sL2(R;Hen) ⊂ L1(R;Hen) and 〈t〉sL2(R;Hen) ⊃ Cb(R;Hen)

for s > 1
2 , we are done.

Recall that P is essentially selfadjoint on C2
c (M) in the sense of L2(M). Thus its

closure P cl has a real spectrum and for Im z 6= 0 the resolvent (P cl− z)−1 is well defined
as a bounded operator on L2(M).

We have the following interpretation of the Feynman propagator of P :
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Theorem 7.7. We have
GF = s-lim

ε↘0
(P cl − iε)−1,

GF = s-lim
ε↗0

(P cl − iε)−1.

in the sense of operators from 〈t〉−sL2(M) to 〈t〉sL2(M) for s > 1
2 .

Proof. As a consequence of Prop. 7.6, we have

GF = s-lim
ε↘0

GF
iε

It is now not difficult to see that

GF
z = (P cl − z)−1

for z ∈ iR.

Using the language from the theory of Schrödinger operators, this means that the
limiting absorption principle holds for P at 0 and that it yields the Feynman propagator.
Remark 7.8. Before we continue, let us remark that if the electric potential V vanishes
one can derive the limiting absorption principle for P by a simpler argument. Then
one can use the tensor product structure (2.4) of P̃ to derive the limiting absorption
principle for P from the fact that

(∂2
t + λ± i0)−1 := s-lim

ε↘0
(∂2
t + λ± iε)−1, λ ∈ R \ {0},

exists as a bounded operator from 〈t〉−sL2(R) to 〈t〉sL2(R) for s > 1
2 . See, for example,

[3, Chap. 5] for results on the limiting absorption principle for operators of the form
H = H1 ⊗ 1l + 1l⊗H2.

8 Wick rotation
Let 0 ≤ θ ≤ π. Suppose we replace the metric g in (2.1) by

gθ := −e−2iθβ dt2 + gΣ

and the electric potential V by Vθ := e−iθV . This replacement is called Wick rotation.
The value θ = π

2 corresponds to the Riemannian metric

gπ/2 = gR = β dt2 + gΣ.

Constructing a Wick rotated version Bθ of B as in (3.1), we define

Bθ := e−iθB.

For our purposes we could also take this equation as our definition of Wick rotation.

Proposition 8.1. For θ ∈ [0, π], ±Bθ are maximally dissipative on H(±)
en . In other

words, ±Bθ are generators of strongly continuous semigroups of contractions on H(±)
en .

Proof. We calculate

± Im
(

Π(±)u
∣∣∣BθΠ(±)u

)
en

= ∓ sin θ
(

Π(±)u
∣∣∣BΠ(±)u

)
en
≤ 0

for θ ∈ [0, π] and thus ±Bθ are dissipative. To see whether ±Bθ are even maximally
dissipative, we check that that the range of ±e−iθB − ζ is dense in H(±)

en for Im ζ > 0.
Since the spectrum of B restricted to H(±)

en does not include ±eiθζ, this is automatic.
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Therefore
e−i(t−t′)BθΠ(±), for ±t ≥ ±t′,

are bounded (and even exponentially decaying) on Hen and we may define a Wick rotated
analog of the Feynman propagator:

EF
θ (t− t′) := θ(t− t′) e−i(t−t′)BθΠ(+) − θ(t′ − t) e−i(t−t′)BθΠ(−).

Note that, as θ↘0, the Wick rotated Feynman propagator converges strongly to the
unrotated propagator:

Proposition 8.2. We have
EF = s-lim

θ↘0
EF
θ ,

in the sense of operators from 〈t〉−sL2(R;Hen) to 〈t〉sL2(R;Hen) for s > 1
2 .

Proof. This may be shown in a similar way as Prop. 7.6.

As a consequence we have the corresponding convergence for the Feynman propagator
of P :

Theorem 8.3. We have
GF = s-lim

θ↘0
GF
θ

in the sense of operators from 〈t〉−sL2(M) to 〈t〉sL2(M) for s > 1
2 .

Remark 8.4. Note that the Feynman propagator is distinuished by the fact that it can be
Wick rotated. Wick rotated versions of the positive and negative frequency bisolutions
E(±) (resp. G(±)), for example, cannot be defined as bounded operators using the
methods described above. The obstruction is that e−itBθΠ(±) are contractive semigroups
but not groups (i.e., we are restricted to ±t ≥ 0).
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A A few theorems
Lemma A.1. Let H be a Hilbert space and D ⊂ H a dense subset. Suppose that
T : D → H is essentially self-adjoint on D, and S : H → H is bounded and boundedly
invertible. Then S∗TS is essentially self-adjoint on S−1D.

Theorem A.2 (see e.g. [20, Chap. VIII.10]). Let H1, H2 be Hilbert spaces and T1,
T2 densely defined operators on H1 and H2. Suppose that T1 and T2 are essentially
self-adjoint on DomT1 and DomT2. Then T = T1⊗ 1l + 1l⊗T2 is essentially self-adjoint
on the algebraic tensor product of the domains, DomT1

alg
⊗ DomT2.

Theorem A.3 (Nelson’s Commutator Theorem, see e.g. [10]). Let T be a Hermitian
operator and N ≥ 0 a positive self-adjoint operator. Let C be a core for N such that
C ⊂ DomT . Assume that the following two estimates hold:

(i) ‖Tf‖ ≤ a‖Nf‖+ b‖f‖ for f ∈ C,

(ii) ±i[T,N ] ≤ cN as quadratic forms on C.

Then T is essentially self-adjoint on C.
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